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Interlayer conductivity in the superconductor Tl 2Ba2CuO6¿d : Energetics and energy scales
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We report on infrared studies of thec-axis electrodynamics of Tl2Ba2CuO61d crystals. A sum-rule analysis
reveals spectral weight shifts that can be interpreted as a kinetic energy change at the superconducting transi-
tion. In optimally doped crystals, showing an incoherent normal-state response, the kinetic energy is lowered
at T,Tc , but no significant change is found in the overdoped samples, which have more coherent conductivity
at T.Tc .
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Despite extensive experimental effort in high-Tc super-
conductivity over the last decade very little is known abo
the microscopic roots of the condensation energy,Ec , in this
class of materials. In conventional superconducting me
Ec is due to thereduction of the potential energy, which
overwhelms theincreaseof the electronic kinetic energy.1

Several models of high-Tc superconductivity propose en
tirely different energetics ofEc with the superconducting
state being driven by changes of the Coulomb energy,2 ex-
change energy3,4 or kinetic energy.5–9 Existing experimental
results are inconclusive.10–12,3

A variety of models enable inference of the electron
kinetic energy from a sum-rule analysis of the complex o
tical conductivity s(v)5s1(v)1 is2(v).13 A partial sum
rule relates the integral ofs1(v) over a limited energy range
W to the kinetic energy2a:

E
0

W

dv s1~v!52a. ~1!

For the case of a superconductor Eq.~1! can be rephrased in
the form of a modified Ferrel-Glover-Tinkham~FGT! sum
rule to yield the kinetic energy sum rule:7,8,14

rs5@Nn2Ns#1@an2as#. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, rs is the superfluid density that quantifies th
spectral weight under the superconductingd function.15 In-
tegrals Nn(v)5(120/p)*01

v dv8s1(v8,T.Tc) and Ns(v)
5(120/p)*01

v dv8s1(v8,T!Tc) are proportional to the
number of carriers participating in absorption above and
low Tc . The magnitude ofrs54pvs2(v→0) and @Nn
2Ns# are obtained independently from the optic
constants.12 Typically, the @Nn2Ns# integrals converge a
energies below 10–15kBTc .16 A comparison of the magni
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tudes ofrs and @Nn2Ns# then provides a basis for an ex
perimental probe of the kinetic energy changeDa5@an

2as#. Physically, the nonvanishing magnitude ofDa im-
plies that changes of the low-energy spectral weight in
~1! are compensated by readjustment of interband transit
at v.W so that the global sum rule*0

`dv s1(v)
5pne2/2me is satisfied.

Recently, we found ars.@Nn2Ns# inequality in the in-
terlayer conductivity of a variety of cuprates indicating th
the superconducting condensate is collected from
interband-scale energy range.12 This result can be interprete
in terms of a reduction of the kinetic energy belowTc . In
this paper we explore the connection between the deve
ment of coherence in the interlayer conductivity and t
anomalous behavior of thec-axis superconducting conden
sate in Tl2Ba2CuO61d ~Tl-2201!. We found that the energy
scale associated with superconductivity extended to the
terband region when the normal-state conductivity across
layers was nearly blocked. Once the interlayer transp
above Tc became more coherent, the FGT sum rule a
proached exhaustion at energies below;5 kBTc suggesting
that any kinetic energy change was very small or nonex
ent.

Tl2Ba2CuO61d is an ideal material for studying the ove
doped regime of the phase diagram in which a variety
cuprates reveal a crossover to a more coherent respo
Highly overdoped crystals of Tl-2201 have nearly identic
chemical composition to the optimally doped phase sin
less than 2% change in the oxygen content is required
suppressTc from the maximum value ofTc.90 K down to
less than 4 K.17,18 Crystal preparation is describe
elsewhere.10 Typical crystal dimensions were nominall
0.8 mm30.8 mm30.08 mm. Mosaics of several specime
with similar Tc and DTc ~determined from magnetizatio
measurements! were prepared and polished along a face p
5930 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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allel to thec axis. The polished surfaces were smooth, bla
and shiny. Infrared reflectance,Rc(v), was measured with
Eic polarized light in the frequency range from 16 to 15 0
cm21 using a spectrometer configured for microsampl
Spectra taken at different temperatures had a relative ex
mental uncertainty of less than 0.5%.

In Fig. 1, we show the raw reflectance results for t
optimally and overdoped crystals. TheEic reflectance of
both samples over the range of 80–2000 cm21 ~10–250
meV! resembled an ionic insulator with a low reflectivi
punctuated by phonon peaks. Both samples showed a pla
edge belowTc . Classical electrodynamics describes the
velopment of this plasma edge since superconducting
rents flow along all crystallographic directions.19 In the op-
timally doped sample (Tc581 K, DTc.8 to 10 K! the
plasma edge grew out of an apparently insulating norm
state spectrum. In the overdoped sample (Tc532 K, DTc
.5 K! we found a ‘‘metallic’’ up-turn inRc(v) measured
aboveTc , consistent with more coherent delocalized beh
ior. Below Tc , the reflectance continued to rise, and t
plasma edge developed a characteristic minimum at a
quency position ofv549 cm21. The minimum in reflec-
tance was shifted to higher frequencies compared tov537
cm21 in the optimally doped case.

The rawEic reflectance data was transformed using
Kramers-Kronig relations to determine the complex cond
tivity. Extrapolations of the reflectance data to low and hi
frequencies, required for the Kramers-Kronig integrals,
not strongly affect the results in the frequency range wh
measured data exists. The real part of the conductivity sp
tra were dominated by strong phonon peaks~Fig. 2!. Three
of the modes at 85, 151, and 360 cm21 were unaffected by
doping; the highest frequency mode softened from 602 cm21

in the optimally doped crystal down to 595 cm21 in the
overdoped sample. The electronic background of the cond
tivity of the optimally doped sample was nearly flat and fe
tureless for temperatures above and belowTc . The response
of the overdoped crystal was different. The conductivity b
low 80 cm21 showed a Drude-like behavior steadily risin
out of a;5 (Vcm)21 background. BelowTc , this ‘‘metal-

FIG. 1. Reflectance of Tl-2201 measured withEic polarization
of incident radiation. Left panel: The optimally doped sample d
velops a superconducting plasma edge out of an apparently ins
ing spectrum forT,Tc . Right panel: At the lowest energies, th
overdoped sample shows continuously increasing reflectance a
and belowTc .
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lic’’ response diminished as temperature was lowered.
T55 K, it effectively vanished, and the conductivity~ignor-
ing phonon peaks! was nearly frequency independent. Ju
aboveTc , the dc conductivity of the over-doped sample
T535 K @obtained from the extrapolation ofs1(v) to v
50] was;15 (Vcm)21. This is roughly a factor of 3 highe
than the value obtained for optimally doped Tl-2201 crysta
It has been established that increasing oxygen content ca
the c axis to contract.20 This closer spacing of the CuO2
planes favors enhanced interlayer coupling and likely le
to the more coherent behavior of the conductivity. It is im
portant to emphasize, however, that thec-axis conductivity is
still two orders of magnitude smaller than the in-plane
conductivity, and it is 4–6 orders of magnitude smaller th
the conductivity of conventional metals.

Using the complex conductivity spectra above and bel
Tc , we can identify the spectral origins of the superflu
condensate. In all of our measurements, the conductivit
T,Tc was suppressed compared to spectra taken aT
.Tc , but we saw no evidence of a classical superconduc
gap D for T!Tc . The absolute value ofs1(v) persisted
well above the noise level down to the lowest measured
quencies, behavior consistent with gaplessness. To qua
the transfer of spectral weight belowTc , we plotted the ratio
@Nn(v)2Ns(v)#/rs as a function ofv in Fig. 3.12 The su-
perfluid densityrs was determined from the extrapolation
vs2(v,T) to v50 for T!Tc , a procedure that does no
require model-dependent assumptions.21 The frequency de-
pendence of@Nn(v)2Ns(v)#/rs unfolds the sum-rule inte-
grals. In the optimally doped sample, the ratio rose slow
and saturated near a value of about 0.6 atv.30–40 meV.
The energy interval in Fig. 3 corresponds to;22kBTc ,
more than sufficient for the conventional FGT sum rule. T
data for the optimally doped sample implied that a signific
portion ofrs was accumulated from energies above 0.15 e
In contrast, in overdoped Tl-2201 the dominant fraction
the superfluid density was collected from the far-infrare
low-energy region. Within our experimental uncertainty,
least 80–90 % ofrs was accumulated from energies as sm
as 4–5kBTc .22 The error bars shown in Fig. 3 were dete
mined by varying the high- and low-frequency extrapolatio

-
at-

ve

FIG. 2. Real part of the complex conductivity of Tl-2201 calc
lated from the reflectivity shown in Fig. 1. Left panel: The condu
tivity of the optimally doped sample is punctuated by phonon pe
but is otherwise nearly flat and featureless. Right panel: The o
doped sample shows the same phonon peaks but develops a c
ent, Drude-like peak forT.Tc that condenses into the superflu
condensate whenT,Tc .
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to the data and by allowing for constant offsets ofR(v)
within our signal-to-noise ratio. Comparison of the data pl
ted in Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that the behavior of the con
tivity aboveTc determines the energy scales from which t
superconducting condensate is collected. In the case o
overdoped crystal there is no need to extend integration
the conductivity to midinfrared and near-infrared energies
order to account for the magnitude ofrs since the required
spectral weight is readily available at low energies.

If Eq. ~2! is chosen as the basis for data interpretati
then thers.@Nn2Ns# inequality observed in the optimall
doped crystal implies a reduction of the electronic kine
energy belowTc . The reduction of the kinetic energy can b
understood by noting that the charge carriers are nearly
fined to the CuO2 planes aboveTc whereas in the supercon
ducting statepaired charges move more easily between t
layers. On the contrary, the overdoped sample, which
vealed a more coherentc-axis response@Drude-like upturn of
s1(v) and enhanced dc conductivity#, showed Da.0
within our error bars. The data suggested that a kinetic
ergy change is observed only if deconfinement of the cha
carriers occurs by virtue of pair tunneling belowTc . If the
charge carriers were already delocalized in the normal s
~even with very low plasma frequencies!, then the magnitude
of Da is vanishingly small. The same trend was observed
the c-axis response of the YBa2Cu3Ox ~YBCO! family. The
discrepancy between@Nn(v)2Ns(v)# andrs , suggesting a
lowering of the kinetic energy, was most extreme
YBa2Cu3O6.53. As the oxygen content was raised, the exc
spectral weight appeared in the lower energy part
s1(v,T.Tc) spectra. The@Nn(v)2Ns(v)#/rs ratio with
integration limited up to 10–15kBTc was near unity for
YBa2Cu3O6.85 and higher doping levels indicating thatDa
became vanishingly small.23

Further analysis of the overdoped Tl-2201 crystal show
a lower energy scale associated with superconductivity
has been experimentally observed in a wide variety of

FIG. 3. The ratio of the spectral weight difference@NN(v)
2NS(v)# to the superfluid densityrs as described in the text fo
optimally (Tc581 K! and over doped (Tc532 K! Tl-2201. The
superfluid condensate is accumulated from lower energies in
overdoped sample. To calculate the overdoped curve, we extr
lated ~shown as a dashed line! s1(v,T535 K! from v516 cm21

to v50 using a Drude function withsdc515 (V cm)21 andt21

545 s21, ands1(v,T55K)55 (V cm)21.
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prates that the magnitude of thec-axis penetration depthlc

5c/Ars is related to the dc conductivitysdc at T.Tc by the
relationship

lc
225

1

\c2
VS sdc~T.Tc!, ~3!

where VS is an energy scale associated wi
superconductivity.24–26,8Equation~3! may be obtained eithe
by modeling a dirty-limit bulk superconductor or by treatin
the anisotropic cuprates as a weakly coupled stack of int
sic Josephson junctions. Those models findVS54p2D. In
our experiments,lc remained nearly unchanged21 whereas
thec-axis dc conductivity increased by a factor of;3 in the
overdoped crystals. If Eq.~3! holds true, thenVS must be
reduced in the overdoped regime in order to keep the p
etration depth constant. Supporting evidence thatVS is in-
deed reduced for overdoped Tl-2201 comes from Ram
scattering measurements on optimally and overdo
Tl-2201 which found that a spectral feature attributed to
superconducting energy gap 2D shifted down in frequency
from ;350 cm21 in optimally doped Tl-2201 to;105
cm21 in an overdoped sample asTc fell from 78 to 37 K.27,28

c-axis polarized Raman scattering in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi-
2212! single crystals also showed an energy scale that dim
ished in overdoped samples.29 The lower energy scale of th
superfluid condensation seen in Fig. 3 is consistent wit
reduction inVS .30

Several important distinctions of overdoped phases fr
the optimally doped counterparts have been observed in
ferent families of the cuprates. Raman spectroscopy sho
both in Tl-2201 and Bi-2212 single crystals highly anis
tropic energy gaps at optimal doping but revealed beha
interpreted as a crossover to a more isotropic behavio
overdoped samples.27,31 This is consistent with the results o
angular-resolved photoemission~ARPES! on Bi-2212.32

Thus, both Raman and ARPES studies suggested a t
towards the development of a more isotropic supercond
ing state in overdoped crystals. We observed a more con
tional superfluid response in overdoped Tl-2201 compare
the optimally doped sample. Phase sensitive measurem
of the order parameter in overdoped materials are neede
determine if the above observations are associated with
development of ans component of the order parameter. A
s-wave component in the order parameter in the overdo
regime is possible within the stripe-based models.9

In conclusion, we employed infrared spectroscopy to
amine the energy scales of the superconducting stat
Tl-2201. We found that the superfluid spectral weight w
accumulated from lower energies when thec-axis conductiv-
ity showed a more coherent, delocalized response. Using
modified FGT sum rule we could extract kinetic ener
changes and correlate these changes to the normal-
c-axis conductivity.
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